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While there was a steady flow of resin activity heading into the US
holiday week there was ultimately more quoting than trading and
our completed volumes were again below average. Supplies continued
to grow and availability for most grades was at least ample. Negative
sentiment persisted and buyers generally only placed truckload orders
or none at all, anticipating lower prices ahead. Prices for Polyethylene
and Polypropylene commodity grades, while under pressure, were
mostly steady early on but all grades then peeled off a penny on both
Thursday and Friday, resulting in $.02/lb losses for the week. Houston
export prices continued to decline inspiring export interest through
international traders; however, while US prices have already come off
significantly, premiums to other regional markets were substantial, so
there is still more discounting needed to open the high volume incremental export arbitrage.
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Market Update — November 19th, 2021
Spot Range

Resin for Sale 14,969,024 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Low

High

TPE Market
Bid

Ask

HDPE - Inj

2,611,864

$ 0.750 $ 0.890 $

0.830 $ 0.880

PP Homo - Inj

2,327,496

$ 0.890 $ 1.080 $

0.990 $ 1.090

HDPE - Blow

2,143,680

$ 0.820 $ 0.920 $

0.850 $ 0.900

PP Copo - Inj

1,820,392

$ 0.980 $ 1.220 $

1.090 $ 1.190

LLDPE - Film

1,600,944

$ 0.740 $ 0.860 $

0.740 $ 0.790

LLDPE - Inj

1,458,116

$ 0.820 $ 0.970 $

0.880 $ 0.930

HMWPE - Film

1,410,944

$ 0.720 $ 0.790 $

0.720 $ 0.770

1,052,944

$ 0.835 $ 0.960 $

0.850 $ 0.900

542,644

$ 0.880 $ 0.980 $

0.920 $ 0.970

Producers held back material during Q2 and Q3, rebuilding supplies
after the devastating Feb freeze induced production disruptions, which LDPE - Film
also came under the guise of building a defensive inventory buffer in
case this year’s hurricane season were to also be disruptive. This kept LDPE - Inj
the domestic PE market quite tight enabling the implementation of a
series of 2021 increases totaling $.41-43/lb through Jul.
While indeed there were some storms and disruptions that came this
year, the overall season was deemed benign. Further, logistics constraints including lack of personal and displaced equipment, largely
due to shifts in international trade patterns this past year, have created
bottlenecks and complicated exporters’ ability to move material from
Houston warehouses, which many have become full, onto outgoing
container ships adding to the backup of material. Polyethylene contract prices still managed steady in both Aug and Sep, but given the
mounting oversupply and lack of incremental exports, high PE prices
were no longer sustainable and contracts finally gave up a nickel in
Oct. The current negative momentum will pull Nov PE contracts
down another nickel, and perhaps a nickel relief will be afforded in
Dec.
We have had the view that the Q4 resin market would be dismal and
anticipated this price erosion at hand. It seemed possible that producers would be able to liquidate enough of the burdensome inventory overhang, that has swelled to record highs, to regain
pricing power in Q1 and as early as Jan.

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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However, that feat is starting to look like a large challenge at this
point. Still, there are five weeks to go this year and the transition to
the new year has sometimes enabled the change in market direction,
particularly ending a downcycle leg, reversing pricing power back
into the hands of producers. At this point, we are not so sure that the
Dec/Jan cusp will be the turning point for this cycle, but indeed we believe that at some point, likely during Q1, producers will
better handle the supply/demand balance back in their favor, albeit
from a lower price point. So for now in the short term, we see further
price weakness ahead.
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Energy futures were mixed with Crude Oil futures posting a fourth
consecutive weekly loss, while Nat Gas rebounded. The decline in
WTI and Brent Crude comes as the release of oil reserves in the US
and other parts of the world becomes more of a possibility. The European Crude counterpart was also pressured lower by a surge in
COVID-19 cases in the region, which could slow economic recovery.
Dec WTI futures drifted back below the $80/bbl mark and ended Friday at $76.10/bbl for a weekly drop of $4.69/bbl, which was also a
seven-week low. Jan Brent slid below $80/bbl as well, ending Friday
at $78.89/bbl, down $3.28/bbl on the week. Meanwhile, winter weather conditions in parts of the US along with a pipeline system closure
in the Pacific Northwest sent Nat Gas futures higher. Dec Nat Gas
firmed to $5.07/mmBtu by Friday, a weekly gain of $.27/mmBtu.
NGLs were lower on the week as Nov Ethane lost more than a quarter
-cent to settle at $.402/gal ($.170/lb), and Nov Propane dropped just
over $.07/gal to close at $1.251/gal ($.353/lb).
Downstream Monomer prices trended lower in another active trading
week which saw deep interest for Ethylene and Polymer Grade Propylene (PGP). Trading volumes once again favored PGP rather than
Ethylene. Prompt Nov trading for Ethylene began on Tuesday with
business conducted at $.35/lb for TX delivery. By Friday the TX
benchmark fell to $.3475/lb, about a half a cent lower on the week.
Deferred months were fractionally backwardated through
Dec, but more discounted through Q1 into the low $.30s/lb. Ethylene
also changed hands at $.30/lb for Q2. The more active PGP market
began transacting on Tuesday with dated Nov spot completed at
$.595/lb. Nov PGP, as a weighted average, finished on Friday at
$.616/lb, down just over a cent on the week.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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The forward curve remained backwardated with Dec business completed at $.58/lb on Thursday. Further out, Q1 and Q2 delivery transacted on Friday at $.59/lb and $.58/lb, respectively. With just under
two weeks left in the month, current spot levels have positioned Nov
PGP contract settlements for another large decline, likely to be in
the low double digits.
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The continued and expected decline in Polyethylene spot resin prices
was in tandem for all major grades. Lower volume commodity resins
like LDPE Injection maintained the strongest premium amid the
downtrend, followed by LLDPE Injection and Rotomolding material,
which also commanded strong premiums due to their limited yet
slowly improving availability. As a reminder, supplies of some HDPE
pipe and film grades remained strained following the Force Majeure
in TX earlier in the month. Other supply challenges also remained with a handful of allocation programs still in place. Overall,
most PE grades were readily available with 3 weeks’ notice as railcar
supply is plentiful, however, relativity few suppliers/trading partners
have large volumes of material ready for prompt shipment. Those that
do have material ready for immediate delivery maintain a sizable premium to market quotes for 3+ weeks out, even the resin market
gets backwardated. As many suppliers recognize additional downside
price risks they are likely to continue holding/maintaining minimum
supplies so this trend will likely continue for some time.
On that note, The Plastic Exchange provides supply liquidity to our
spot trading platform and built hefty inventory positions ahead of and
throughout this historic resin rally - we were vocal of our bullish view
and position. We began reducing inventories in late Q2 and ramped
up our net selling activity throughout Q3. Once again, we were vocal
with our shift in the market view and inventory reduction. Near the
end of Q3, our inventories reduced more than 80% to a thin level
across each of our commodity grades. While we feel the market has
more downside ahead, we have begun to very slowly add to our positions, mostly focused on filling in those resins that had been very
scarcely supplied. At some point, we feel the market will be ready to
turn higher again, which is not yet. But we have now become net buyers from our current very low inventory levels. We are by no means
aggressively buying large volumes, rather picking away and of course
turning older inventory every day too.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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The Polypropylene spot market continued to be pressured as resin
supplies improve. There was a very strong flow of mostly offgrade
and some downgraded prime domestic railcars in the spot market at
deeply discounted prices. Material availability for immediate pickup
can actually be a challenge to source, specifically high
flow CoPP resins, these materials had maintained stronger pricing and
have not fallen to the extent of other PP grades. As supplies improved, HoPP and CoPP prices have consistently eroded reaching net
cumulative declines of $.34/lb since the market topped in Jun. This
reversal took spot prices from a steep premium back towards a more
historic discount to contract prices, which have to date only decreased
around $.125/lb, and was mostly attributed to the decrease in monomer costs, rather than giving back hard fraught production margin.
Traditionally the PP contract market has been mostly driven in lockstep to the change in monomer costs, however during this past year,
producers were able to implement more than $.20/lb of margin enhancing increases due to the martial shortage related pricing power.
While the major indices might not quickly unwind the margin increases, we are indeed seeing high PP price erosion beyond the decrease in monomer costs. If this persists, we expect those processors with flexible supply to
return to the spot market more for price savings rather than simply for availability like we saw during the first half of 2021.
The high costs of incoming ocean freight, port delays and increases in domestic logistics costs have largely shut off the incremental incoming flow of PP
resin imports into the US. Though some late material continues to trickle in, the uncommitted import inventories spread amongst the resin trading community has mostly been depleted, the long-term and contracted import programs of course continue. While PP supply continues to have improved the US
has centrally returned to a normal state. If imports remain very low the market could find itself categorically short of supply as it did prior to the weatherrelated disruptions over the past year.

Be sure to follow us on LinkedIn for daily news updates!

Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity
and we hope
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